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LETTER FROM THE FILMMAKER

A few years ago, as part of a video project I’d volunteered for, I had the opportunity to interview veterans and hear about their lives and struggles. One particular day, my interview subject casually mentioned, “Twenty-two veterans kill
themselves every day.” It stopped me dead in my tracks. I thought I had misheard. I didn’t. That was a pivotal moment for me in this journey to make this
film. I realized right then and there that there was a crisis in this country, taking
place right in front of our eyes, one to which many of us, including myself, were
blind. In some deep silent corner of that realization, I felt utterly compelled to do
something, to act, to serve, to help these people who had sacrificed so much.
Once I had passed the “sniff test” with them, these vets opened up and shared
with me some of their most intimate, harrowing experiences, usually those found
on the extreme end of the human spectrum. The connection we shared through
these exchanges was of an intensity that would knock me off my feet. It often
felt as if time itself had stopped. At some fundamental level, I wanted to create
a film that would give others a chance to experience that stunning reciprocity,
that unbelievable, profound connection. I believe that hearing stories can lead
to empathy, which can lead to action.
There’s tremendous work yet to be done to help properly care for our returning

Director Michael Collins.

warriors and all servicemen and women. One of the most important and, indeed,
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hopeful aspects of the story is the wider acknowledgement that there is such a
thing as a “moral injury,” a wound that has no outward physical traits but yet can
act as the primary unseen force that can destroy a person’s life. Veterans and their families are sometimes all too familiar with
some of the possible symptoms: substance abuse, alcohol addiction, estrangement, failed marriages, low self-esteem, depression, rage, helplessness and botched suicide attempts. But just by identifying the nature of this injury, we can take the
seminal steps toward healing it in appropriate and effective ways. It’s clear; we cannot merely medicate our way out of a pain
stemming from inner conflict. The only remedy that makes sense is to treat it at the source, which requires one to turn within.
My sincere hope is that, in the midst of this urgent crisis, the film will stir people to consider the significance of including holistic practices, such as proven ancient breath techniques and meditation, in the overall approach to our veterans’ wellness.
One vet whom I had encountered had reluctantly, skeptically tried a powerful breathing exercise. After a period of time, he
was able to come off of his regimen of numbing meds. He says it was like waking up for the first time in 40 years. He advised
other younger veterans not to wait so long.
The making of the film has created a tremendous opening for me. I can more deeply appreciate and, hopefully, as a consequence, more deeply convey an understanding: that in embracing the struggles of these men and women, and their families—
these very human pillars who endeavor to keep the home together—we are not only helping to lift whole communities, but,
in essence, we are lifting ourselves. Truly, there is no “other.”
Michael Collins
Director, Almost Sunrise
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INTRODUCTION

Tom Voss and Anthony Anderson.

Almost Sunrise is a story of resilience and recovery. A fea-
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ture-length documentary, the film follows two Iraq veterans,
Tom Voss and Anthony Anderson, as they struggle with depression upon returning home from military service. Fearful
of succumbing to the epidemic of veteran suicide, they both
seek a lifeline and embark on a 2,700-mile walk across America as a way to confront their inner pain. The film captures an
intimate portrait of two friends suffering from the unseen
wounds of war as they discover an unlikely treatment: the
restorative power of silence and meditation. A cinematic experience that juxtaposes the internal struggles of its characters against the wide-open spaces of America’s heartland,
Almost Sunrise is also the first film to explore "moral injury,”
the profound shame that many veterans feel when their experiences of war violate their moral beliefs and possibly a
critical factor in veteran suicide.
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POTENTIAL PARTNERS

KEY ISSUES

Almost Sunrise is well suited for use in a variety of set-

Almost Sunrise is an excellent tool for outreach and will

tings and is especially recommended for use with:

be of special interest to people looking to explore the
following topics:

•

Your local PBS station

•

Groups that have discussed previous PBS and POV

•

Combat veterans

films relating to veterans and mental health,

•

Grief

including Soldiers of Conscience, Where Soldiers

•

Holistic/alternative treatments

•

Mental health

•

Military-civilian divide

“Key Issues” section

•

Military families

Come From, Point and Shoot, Armadillo and
Critical Condition
•

Groups focused on any of the issues listed in the
Academic departments and student groups at

•

Mindfulness

colleges, universities and high schools

•

Moral injury

•

High school students, youth groups and clubs

•

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

•

Faith-based organizations and institutions

•

Social cost of war

Cultural, art and historical organizations,

•

Social work

•

Therapy

•

Trauma

•

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)

•

U.S. wars in Iraq and Afghanistan

•

Veteran reintegration

•

Veterans’ suicide epidemic

•

•

institutions and museums
•

Civic, fraternal and community groups

•

Community organizations with a mission to
promote education and learning, such as local
libraries.

USING THIS GUIDE
This guide is an invitation to dialogue. It is based on a belief in the power of human connection, designed for people who
want to use Almost Sunrise to engage family, friends, classmates, colleagues and communities. In contrast to initiatives
that foster debates in which participants try to convince others that they are right, this document envisions conversations undertaken in a spirit of openness in which people try to understand one another and expand their thinking by sharing viewpoints and listening actively.
The discussion prompts are intentionally crafted to help a wide range of audiences think more deeply about the issues
in the film. Rather than attempting to address them all, choose one or two that best meet your needs and interests. And
be sure to leave time to consider taking action. Planning next steps can help people leave the room feeling energized and
optimistic, even in instances when conversations have been difficult.
For more detailed event planning and facilitation tips, visit www.pov.org/engage
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Anthony Anderson kisses his wife Holly and
daughter Madeline goodbye.

Almost Sunrise explores the journey—both literal and emotional—that two veterans take to heal the hidden wounds of
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war. Read below for a brief primer on the issues the film profiles, and then dig into the linked resources—both primary
and secondary—that offer more context for those interested
in further study.

PTSD is now recognized as affecting survivors of many kinds
of trauma, including natural disasters, accidents, assaults,
abuse and terrorist attacks.

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

Sources

Many of us are familiar with the term “post-traumatic stress
disorder,” or PTSD. This diagnosis entered the psychiatric literature in 1980 and has since become part of our cultural

Alexander, Caroline. “The Shock of War.” Smithsonian, Sept. 2010.
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/the-shock-of-war-55376701/

lexicon. Referring to the adverse mental health impacts of

Mayo Clinic. “Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).”

witnessing or experiencing what the Mayo Clinic describes

http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/post-traumatic-stress-

as a “terrifying event,” PTSD can cause extreme anxiety,

disorder/symptoms-causes/syc-20355967

flashbacks, nightmares and uncontrollable thoughts. Suffer-

University of Michigan University Health Service. “Anxiety Disorders

ers may also experience physical distress, including sweat-

and Panic Attacks.” https://www.uhs.umich.edu/anxietypanic

ing, pounding heart and nausea. While once considered a
condition unique to military veterans—a close cousin to
the World War I-era diagnosis of “shell shock”—

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. “Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD).”
https://report.nih.gov/nihfactsheets/ViewFactSheet.aspx?csid=58
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Anthony and Tom during their cross-country trek.

Moral Injury
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While moral injury is related to trauma, it is distinct from the
clinical diagnosis of PTSD. The Moral Injury Project, housed
at Syracuse University, describes the term as referring to
“the damage done to one’s conscience or moral compass
when that person perpetrates, witnesses or fails to prevent
acts that transgress their own moral and ethical values or
codes of conduct.” While moral injury may manifest in different individuals in diverse ways, it can be broadly understood as a profound, ongoing, internal battle: an injury to a
person’s soul. As journalist Diane Silver has described it,
moral injury is “a deep soul wound that pierces a person’s

ing in Stars and Stripes, described his own experiences of
moral injury as the feeling of having two selves—the first self
forged pre-combat, and the second forged by war. “Your
war stories become well-rehearsed scripts, and even your
traumas, those hellacious days when you bore witness to the
young and the dead, are scrubbed and polished and placed
in a mental vault that you know how to open—or keep shut,”
he wrote.

identity, sense of morality and relationship to society.” Vet-

In Almost Sunrise, as in other studies and explorations of

erans suffering from moral injury are often not helped, or not

moral injury, we see that for many veterans, healing requires

helped enough, by the kinds of therapies and interventions

not only treatment of post-traumatic stress symptoms, but

employed to treat PTSD.

also a deeper internal reckoning that allows the veteran to

Now, researchers, social workers, medical providers and veterans themselves are beginning to understand the ways in

reorient his or her moral compass, forgive him or herself and
reconnect to his or her community.

which moral injury and PTSD differ, and the importance of
accounting for those distinctions during recovery.
Thomas Gibbons-Neff, a veteran and student writ-
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Wolf Walker advises Tom and Anthony.
Courtesy of Thoughtful Robot Productions

“But moral injury makes it hard to transition from
memory to the present; it confuses the old self
and the new. If the injury is severe enough, it can
be almost impossible to see yourself in the pres-

Gibbons-Neff, Thomas. “Why Distinguishing a Moral Injury from PTSD

ent. Instead, you see the person who was capable

Is Important.” Stars and Stripes, March 9, 2015.

of making the wrong decision when, years later,

https://www.stripes.com/opinion/why-distinguishing-a-moral-injury-

you know you could have made a different one.”

from-ptsd-is-important-1.333520#.WdejT2JSwfE

Thomas Gibbons-Neff,

Litz, Brett T., et al. "Moral Injury and Moral Repair in War Veterans: A

The Washington Post

Preliminary Model and Intervention Strategy." Clinical Psychology
Review 29.8 (2009): 695–706.
The Moral Injury Project. “What Is Moral Injury.” http://moralin-

Sources
Gibbons-Neff, Thomas. “Haunted by Their Decisions in War.” The
Washington Post, March 6, 2015.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/haunted-by-their-

juryproject.syr.edu/about-moral-injury/
Silver, Diane. “Beyond PTSD: Soldiers Have Injured Souls.” Truthout,
Sept. 3, 2011. http://www.truth-out.org/news/item/3112:beyond-ptsdsoldiers-have-injured-souls

decisions-in-war/2015/03/06/db1cc404-c129-11e4-9271-610273846239_

Wood, David. “Healing: Can We Treat Moral Wounds?” The Huffington

story.html?utm_term=.358d30d27069

Post, March 20, 2014.
http://projects.huffingtonpost.com/projects/moral-injury/healing
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Tom with a monarch caterpiller.

Veteran Suicide and Moral Injury

Courtesy of Thoughtful Robot Productions

According to the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, American veterans commit suicide at an average rate of 20 people each day, which far exceeds the civilian suicide rate. In
2014, in fact, the last date for which Veterans Administration

In Almost Sunrise, both Tom Voss and Anthony

data is available, the civilian suicide rate was 15.2 per

Anderson experience the suicidal ideation com-

100,000 people. By contrast, veterans took their own lives at

mon to veterans who suffer from moral injury,

a rate of 35.3 per 100,000 people. Rates of suicide among

and they begin their physical trek across the

female veterans have risen especially precipitously in recent

country in part to seek healing for themselves

years, increasing by more than 85 percent since 2001.

and raise awareness about the staggering rates of

Research on the relationship between moral injury and sui-

suicide among U.S. veterans.

cidal ideation or suicide attempts suggest that the feelings
of shame, guilt, transgression, betrayal and spiritual and existential distress that often accompany moral injury are es-

had not experienced a transgression of their moral code.

pecially highly correlated with self-harming thoughts and

Older studies conducted in the 1990s also support this con-

behaviors. One recent study conducted at the University of

clusion. Those found that feelings of combat guilt—and in

Utah in 2014 found that “military personnel who are troubled

particular guilt around morally injurious events experienced

by a personal act of commission or omission that is per-

during war—were closely correlated with suicidal thoughts

ceived to violate their sense of right versus wrong are

or suicide attempts.

more likely to have experienced” such self-injurious
thoughts or behaviors than similar personnel who
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Veterans doing breathing exercises in a group workshop.
Courtesy of Thoughtful Robot Productions

Sources
Bryan, AnnaBelle O., et al. "Moral Injury, Suicidal Ideation and Suicide
Attempts in a Military Sample." Traumatology 20.3 (2014): 154.
http://psycnet.apa.org/psycinfo/2014-30610-001/

Complementary and Alternative Therapies

Maguen, Shira and Brett Litz. "Moral Injury in Veterans of War." PTSD

In the last twenty years, Americans—both civilians and vet-

Research Quarterly 23.1 (2012): 1–3.

erans—have increasingly explored complementary and al-

http://vva1071.org/uploads/3/1/6/2/3162163/moral_injury_in_veterans_

ternative therapies as treatments for anxiety and depression,

of_war.pdf

among other physical and psychological ailments. Of all VA

United States Department of Veterans Affairs. “Facts about Veteran

facilities, 89 percent currently offer at least one form of al-

Suicide.”

ternative therapy, including acupuncture, meditation, relax-

https://www.va.gov/opa/publications/factsheets/Suicide_Prevention_

ation, yoga and other mind-body practices, to treat PTSD.

FactSheet_New_VA_Stats_070616_1400.pdf

Many preliminary studies reveal modest to profound im-

Hodgson, Timothy J., and Lindsay B. Carey. "Moral Injury and

provements in PTSD symptoms from such alternative ap-

Definitional Clarity: Betrayal, Spirituality and the Role of Chaplains."

proaches, and current research continues to suggest the

Journal of Religion and Health 55.4 (2017): 1–17.

utility of non-medical approaches in treating the hidden

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28526912

wounds of war. One such longitudinal study published by
the Journal of Traumatic Stress in 2014 showed that breathing-based meditation was successful in significantly reducing PTSD symptoms among male veterans of the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan, suggesting an ongoing and “critical
need to evaluate alternative or supplementary approaches
to treating PTSD.”
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Tom and Anthony at a stop during the trek.
Courtesy of Thoughtful Robot Productions

In Almost Sunrise, alternative therapies explored
by Tom Voss and Anthony Anderson include their
meditative pilgrimage across the country and the
mindfulness-based breathing techniques Voss
learns as part of a workshop organized by Project

Sources

Welcome Home Troops. As Thomas Keating,

Seppälä, E. M., et al. "Breathing based Meditation Decreases

founder of the organization Contemplative Out-

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Symptoms in US Military Veterans: A

reach, suggests in the film, these approaches

Randomized Controlled Longitudinal Study." Journal of Traumatic

offer veterans the opportunity for deep contem-

Stress 27.4 (2014): 397–405.

plation, inward-looking and self-forgiveness that

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25158633

pharmaceuticals cannot provide. “Antidepres-

Strauss, Jennifer L., et al. "Complementary and Alternative Medicine

sants don’t reach the depth of what these men

(CAM) for PTSD.” U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.

are feeling,” he says in the film. Veterans suffer-

https://www.ptsd.va.gov/professional/treatment/overview/comple-

ing from moral injury need “some other means of

mentary_alternative_for_ptsd.asp

calming the mind, of getting beyond the rational

Project Welcome Home Troops. “Power Breath Meditation Workshop.”

mind through a practice.”

http://www.projectwelcomehometroops.org/power-breath-workshop/
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SELECT PEOPLE

Selected People Featured in Almost Sunrise

Tom Voss – Voss served on active duty in the United States
Army for three years, from 2003 to 2006, including a tour in
Mosul, Iraq. He travels around the country giving talks on posttraumatic stress and moral injury and the health benefits of
yoga and meditation.

Anthony Anderson – Anderson served six years in the U.S.

Katinka Hooyer – Hooyer is a medical anthropologist and
research fellow in family and community medicine at the
Medical College of Wisconsin. She designs interventions for
veterans with post-traumatic stress disorder and moral injury
and uses interactive art to translate research and share social
science knowledge with the public.

Holly Anderson – As Anthony Anderson’s wife, Holly
intimately understands the difficulties of being a military
spouse. She currently lives in Wisconsin with Anthony and
their daughter, Madeline.

Army, including two tours of duty in Iraq between 2004 and
2008. Anderson serves as a mentor to fellow veterans, helping
them navigate post-service mental health issues; he also leads
and participates in national talks to increase understanding of
moral injury and to advocate for policies that meet the needs
of veterans.
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SELECT PEOPLE

Selected People Featured in Almost Sunrise

Wolf Walker – Wolf Walker is a Native American spiritual
teacher. He incorporates knowledge passed down from the
traditional elders of many cultures with that of his own
upbringing to help people gain a new understanding of
themselves and the world around them.

Emmet Cullen – Cullen is a U.S. Army veteran who fought as
a sniper during two tours in Iraq and earned a bronze star with
valor in 2006. He now works as a photographer and a high
school social studies teacher in California.

Father Thomas Keating – Father Keating is a priest, Trappist
monk and founder of the Christian contemplative prayer
movement.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Anthony drives home.

Immediately after the film, you may want to give people a

Courtesy of Thoughtful Robot Productions

few quiet moments to reflect on what they have seen or
pose a general question (examples below) and give people
some time to themselves to jot down or think about their
answers before opening the discussion:
•

If a friend asked you what this film was about, what
would you say?

•

If you could ask anyone in the film a single question,
whom would you ask and what would you ask them?

•

At the end of your discussion, to help people synthesize
what they’ve experienced and move the focus from dialogue to action steps, you may want to choose one of
these questions:
•

everyone knew? What would change if everyone

Describe a moment or scene in the film that you

knew it?

found particularly disturbing or moving. What was it
about that scene that was especially compelling for

What did you learn from this film that you wish

•

If you could require one person (or one group) to
view this film, who would it be? What would you

you?

hope their main takeaway would be?
•

Complete this sentence: I am inspired by this film
(or discussion) to __________.
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

Tom Voss was 19 years old when he began
his military career.

Military Service and Combat

Courtesy of Thoughtful Robot Productions

Why do American men and women join the military? Think
not only about the concept of duty or service to one’s country, but also the economic, educational and social opportunities that military service offers.

service member once he or she returns to civilian life?

Does anyone in your family serve in the military now? Have

Anthony Anderson talks about how the stated goals of the

they in the past? If so, have you talked with them about their

wars the United States has waged in Iraq and Afghanistan

experiences? Why or why not?

have been constantly changing, leading him and other sol-

Before watching the film, were you familiar with the work of
VA health facilities? If so, did the film accurately portray your
impressions of them? If not, what did you learn about the
department and its services, particularly regarding mental

diers to ask, “What are we doing? What is the purpose?”
How does a sense of purpose impact a service member's
feelings about war? How might a lack of clarity around a
war’s purpose contribute to moral injury?

and emotional health?
Discuss training for combat versus the reality of combat.

Moral Injury

What elements are present in both scenarios? What ele-

Were you aware of the concept of moral injury before

ments are present in one but not the other?

watching Almost Sunrise? Were you aware of PTSD? Hav-

In the film, Emmet Cullen shares that in combat, an individ-

ing seen the film, how would you describe the differences

ual is mentally processing things but not actually feeling

between the two?

them. Talk about this idea. How might the ability to dis-

What kinds of situations do military service members face in

tinguish between processing and feeling affect a

combat that might contradict the moral codes of civilian life?
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

How might military training override the ethical, spiritual or

Tom talks to Father Keating about his traumatic experiences.
Courtesy of Thoughtful Robot Productions

religious “training” we receive as civilians?
How does it make you feel to learn that, on average, 20 veterans a day commit suicide? What feelings come up for you

Healing and Recovery

when Tom Voss says that he has thought about killing him-

Compare and contrast the benefits of prescribed medication

self “without ruining [himself] for the funeral for [his] fam-

(antidepressants, sedatives) with the benefits of holistic or

ily”?

complementary therapies like meditation or breathwork.

Do you know anyone who has returned to civilian life from

What are the shortcomings of each?

combat? If so, do you recognize in them any of the emotions

After watching Almost Sunrise, do you think differently

or behaviors shared by Voss and Anderson in the film? Does

about the widespread use (and abuse) of alcohol and other

learning about moral injury influence how you perceive those

recreational drugs by veterans seeking an outlet for their

behaviors?

feelings of anxiety, trauma or guilt?

Why do you think moral injury hasn’t been recognized as an

How does Anderson’s healing process differ from Voss’s?

official clinical diagnosis by the VA? Do you think it should

How are they the same?

be?

Had you heard about the concept of breathwork before

Discuss the pros and cons of the seven-question Combat Exposure Scale that Katinka Hooyer describes in the film. How
might measuring combat exposure help returning service
members assess their experiences? What does the scale
fail to measure?

watching the film? Have you tried a form of breathwork?
How do Voss and Anderson change from the beginning of
the film to the end? What kind of physical changes do you
observe? What evidence of emotional healing do you perceive?
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

Anthony and Tom discuss their upcoming trek
on a morning show.

While veterans have often experienced traumatic events
firsthand, veterans’ families may also undergo stress, de-

Courtesy of Thoughtful Robot Productions

pression and anxiety as they cope with the return of veteran
family members. What did you observe among the tactics
Hooyer (Voss’s girlfriend) and Holly Anderson (Anthony’s

Walker differ from a conventional psychotherapeutic expe-

wife) use in order to cope?

rience? How is it similar?
Discuss Hooyer’s theory that love is the opposite of war. Do

Moral Injury and Spirituality
Some researchers and journalists exploring the concept of

you agree? Do you think love is a spiritual experience? A
moral one?

moral injury describe it as a wound to the “soul” or the “con-

Hooyer says violence is “so un-human, so out of our scope,

science”—words that are often part of a religious or spiritual

that you have to be trained to do it”; likewise, Thomas Keat-

lexicon. How might a veteran’s spiritual or religious beliefs

ing says that veterans have a hard time forgiving themselves

influence their moral injury and healing? What role, if any, do

for actions they have committed on the battlefield. Do you

you think religious or spiritual beliefs or rituals play in shap-

believe combat is an “un-human” experience? How does mil-

ing an individual’s moral compass? How might they assist in

itary training dehumanize those who go through it? Why do

“moral repair”?

you think veterans find self-forgiveness so challenging?

In the film, Wolf Walker asks Voss and Anderson each to

Keating references the words “pilgrimage,” “guilt” and “for-

share a moment from their military service that haunts them.

giveness" when speaking about moral injury in the film; all of

Why do you think he asks them to recall these dark

these words have spiritual, moral or religious connotations or

memories? How does that act of remembering with

origins. How do you think the term “pilgrimage” relates to
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

Voss and Anderson’s trek?
How does the moral injury from
which many veterans suffer relate to religious ideas about
guilt and forgiveness? Do you
think organized religion can
play a helpful role in healing
veterans who experience moral
injury? Why or why not?
Many veterans are ashamed or
embarrassed to ask for help.
How does the stereotype of
being a strong or invincible
member of the military reinforce the fear of admitting vulnerability?

How

might

this

stereotype help a service member during combat?
A photo of Anthony on active duty.

Veterans and Society

Courtesy of Thoughtful Robot Productions

Reentering civilian life after deployment has a direct impact
on a veteran; it also affects family relationships. Think about
the way Voss and Anderson interact with their families. Do

Why do you think some veterans feel isolated when they

you see similarities? Differences? How do their relationships

come home? Having watched Almost Sunrise, how do you

differ from your relationships with your family?

think those feelings of loneliness could be prevented or

Discuss the camaraderie that Voss and Anderson experience

remedied?

during their trek. How does their friendship—and other rela-

How might civilians assist families whose loved ones are de-

tionships forged during their trek—mirror experiences they

ployed? When they return as veterans, what activities can

had while deployed? How do their trek experiences differ

civilians participate in to be more active in the process of

from their experiences in war?

reentry and reintegration?

What kinds of challenges—economic, emotional, physical—
might the families of veterans face while their loved ones are
deployed? How can civilians support veterans and their families?
Think about spouses, significant others, children and parents
of service members. How might these different family mem-

Additional media literacy questions are available at:

bers experience the return of their loved ones in unique

www.pbs.org/pov/educators/media-literacy.php

ways? Which of their experiences might be similar?
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TAKING ACTION

An Abraham Lincoln impersonator welcomes Tom and Anthony.
Courtesy of Thoughtful Robot Productions

•

Seek out military veterans in your family or community and discuss the concept of moral injury with them.
Ask whether this diagnosis was commonplace when they first returned from service and whether it was or
would have been useful for treatment and healing. Consider sharing audio or transcript excerpts of these
conversations with local media outlets or online publications.

•

Locate a support group for combat veterans in your area and convene a discussion between veterans,
mental health providers and community members about how the healthcare system can better serve
veterans. Create a list of policy recommendations about services for veterans and submit it to your local,
state or federal legislators.

•

Katinka Hooyer’s participatory performance project engaged the public in a discussion of moral injury.
Using this as a model or inspiration, create your own visual or performance art installation that prompts a
discussion of mental health issues in your community.

•

Research employers in your area that recruit and hire former military service members. Create a pamphlet
about PTSD and moral injury among veterans that includes proposals for how to make the workplace more
supportive of people suffering from these conditions.

•

Partner with yoga, power breath or meditation/mindfulness instructors and encourage them to research
treatments for moral injury. Consider holding a fundraiser, or encourage the instructors to donate free
workshops so that you can provide alternative therapies to veterans in your area.
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RESOURCES

FILM-RELATED WEB SITES
ALMOST SUNRISE
http://sunrisedocumentary.com
The film’s website includes information on the film team,
film subjects, educational screenings, the “Moving Mountains” impact campaign and more.

Original Online Content on POV
To further enhance the broadcast, POV has produced an interactive website to enable viewers to explore the film in
greater depth. The Almost Sunrise website—www.pbs.org/pov/almostsunrise—offers a streaming video trailer for the
film; an interview with the filmmakers; a list of related websites, articles and books; a downloadable lesson plan; and
special features.

Organizations

STOP SOLDIER SUICIDE
http://stopsoldiersuicide.org

DEAR VETERAN
dearveteran.com
A public art project that allows civilians to express

Stop Solider Suicide provides free resources and support
to veterans and their families as part of its mission to
eradicate soldier suicide.

gratitude for veterans, Dear Veteran was created by
Katinka Hooyer.

STUDENT VETERANS OF AMERICA
http://studentveterans.org

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HUMAN VALUES
iahv.org

Student Veterans of America provides resources to help
veterans achieve academic success.

The International Association for Human Values offers
stress-reduction programs to veterans suffering from

VETERANS INTEGRATION TO ACADEMIC LEADERSHIP

moral injury and/or PTSD.

(VITAL)

PROJECT WELCOME HOME TROOPS
projectwelcomehometroops.org
Project Welcome Home Troops offers meditation and

https://www.nyharbor.va.gov/services/vital.asp
VITAL, under the auspices of the VA, helps veterans
integrate into academic settings by providing various
resources, including healthcare and counseling.

breathing workshops to veterans to improve their mental
health.
RESILIENCE CENTER FOR VETERANS AND FAMILIES
https://www.tc.columbia.edu/resiliencecenter/
The Resilience Center for Veterans and Families, housed at

VETERANS TREK
http://www.veteranstrek.org
Created by Tom Voss and Anthony Anderson, Veterans
Trek seeks to improve veterans’ quality of life through
meaningful educational and outdoor activities.

Columbia University, provides research and psychological
services for veterans and their families.
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RESOURCES

Publications

Radio and Podcasts

For further reading and resources on moral injury, veteran

Conan, Neal, et al. “Moral Injury: The Psychological

suicide, veteran reintegration and complementary and

Wounds of War.” Talk of the Nation, Nov. 21, 2012.

alternative therapies for veterans, peruse the resources

http://www.npr.org/2012/11/21/165663154/moral-injury-

below. Viewers may also wish to consult the Moral Injury

the-psychological-wounds-of-war

Project’s catalogue of scholarly references on moral injury
(http://moralinjuryproject.syr.edu/academic-references/),
which includes not only academic works, but also broadly
accessible discussions of moral injury in popular press and

Guntzel, Jeff Severns. “Beyond PTSD to ‘Moral Injury.’” On
Being, March 14, 2013. https://onbeing.org/blog/beyondptsd-to-moral-injury/5069/

books.

Academic Studies
News Articles
Bebinger, Martha. “Tyler Boudreau: One Marine’s Struggle
to Define Moral Injury.” WBUR, June 24, 2013.
https://www.publicinsightnetwork.org/2013/06/24/tylerboudreau-one-marines-struggle-to-define-moral-injury/
Dokoupil, Tony. “A New Theory of PTSD and Veterans:
Moral Injury.” Newsweek, Dec. 3, 2012.
http://www.newsweek.com/new-theory-ptsd-andveterans-moral-injury-63539
Osherson, Sam. “When Veterans and Civilians Listen to
Each Other.“ Psychology Today, Aug. 11, 2014.
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/listen/201408/w

Litz, Brett T., et al. "Moral Injury and Moral Repair in War
Veterans: A Preliminary Model and Intervention Strategy."
Clinical Psychology Review 29.8 (2009): 695–706.
Maguen, Shira and Brett Litz. "Moral Injury in Veterans of
War." PTSD Research Quarterly 23.1 (2012): 1–3.
http://vva1071.org/uploads/3/1/6/2/3162163/moral_injury_
in_veterans_of_war.pdf
Seppälä, E. M., et al. "Breathing-based Meditation
Decreases Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Symptoms in US
Military Veterans: A Randomized Controlled Longitudinal
Study." Journal of Traumatic Stress 27.4 (2014): 397–405.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25158633

hen-veterans-and-civilians-listen-each-other
Puniewska, Maggie. “Healing a Wounded Sense of

Government Resources

Morality.” The Atlantic, July 3, 2015.

“Facts About Veteran Suicide.” United States Department

https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2015/07/heali

of Veterans Affairs, July 2016.

ng-a-wounded-sense-of-morality/396770/

https://www.va.gov/opa/publications/factsheets/Suicide_

Silver, Diane. “Beyond PTSD: Soldiers Have Injured Souls.”

Prevention_FactSheet_New_VA_Stats_070616_1400.pdf

Truthout, Sept. 3, 2011.

Maguen, Shira and Brett Litz. “Moral Injury in the Context

http://www.truth-out.org/news/item/3112:beyond-ptsd-

of War.” U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs.

soldiers-have-injured-souls

www.ptsd.va.gov/professional/co-

Steele, Jeanette. “Veteran Suicides: What Might Have

occurring/moral_injury_at_war.asp

Saved Them?” The San Diego Union-Tribune, Feb. 5, 2016.

Strauss, Jennifer L., et al. "Complementary and Alternative

http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/military/sdut-

Medicine (CAM) for PTSD.” U.S. Department of Veterans

veterans-suicide-special-report-2016feb05-story.html

Affairs.

Wood, David. “A Warrior’s Moral Dilemma.” The Huffington

https://www.ptsd.va.gov/professional/treatment/overview

Post, March 18–20, 2014.

/complementary_alternative_for_ptsd.asp

http://projects.huffingtonpost.com/moral-injury

“Veterans Affairs: Better Understanding Needed to
Enhance Services to Veterans Readjusting to Civilian Life.”
U.S. Government Accountability Office, Sept. 10, 2014.
www.gao.gov/products/GAO-14-676
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HOW TO BUY THE FILM
To order Almost Sunrise for home use,
go to http://sunrisedocumentary.com/

Film Sprout is the leading film
distribution and consulting firm
specializing in the distribution of
social-issue documentary features in community, campus and
grassroots settings. An industry champion for film’s power to effect grassroots social change, Film Sprout helps filmmakers create
robust community and campus screening initiatives that leverage
both storytelling and community organizing for the public good.
Film Sprout is particularly committed to serving those who are
typically underserved by independent media; supporting independent filmmakers by tapping new revenue sources; and fostering citizen engagement, civic dialogue and social equity through
nonfiction film.

Produced by American Documentary, Inc.,
POV is public television’s premier showcase
for nonfiction films. The series airs Mondays at 10 p.m. on PBS from
June to September, with primetime specials during the year. Since
1988, POV has been the home for the world’s boldest contemporary filmmakers, celebrating intriguing personal stories that spark
conversation and inspire action. Always an innovator, POV discovers fresh new voices and creates interactive experiences that
shine a light on social issues and elevate the art of storytelling.
With our documentary broadcasts, original online programming
and dynamic community engagement campaigns, we are committed to supporting films that capture the imagination and present diverse perspectives.
POV films have won 36 Emmy® Awards, 19 George Foster
Peabody Awards, 12 Alfred I. duPont-Columbia University Awards,
three Academy Awards®, the first-ever George Polk Documentary Film Award and the Prix Italia. The POV series has been honored with a Special News & Documentary Emmy Award for
Excellence in Television Documentary Filmmaking, three IDA
Awards for Best Curated Series and the National Association of
Latino Independent Producers Award for Corporate Commitment
to Diversity. More information is available at www.pbs.org/pov.

POV Community Engagement and Education
POV's Community Engagement and Education team works with
educators, community organizations and PBS stations to present more than 650 free screenings every year. In addition, we
distribute free discussion guides and standards-aligned lesson
plans for each of our films. With our community partners, we inspire dialogue around the most important social issues of our
time.
American Documentary, Inc. www.amdoc.org
American Documentary, Inc. (AmDoc) is a multimedia company
dedicated to creating, identifying and presenting contemporary
stories that express opinions and perspectives rarely featured in
mainstream media outlets. AmDoc is a catalyst for public culture, developing collaborative strategic engagement activities
around socially relevant content on television, online and in community settings. These activities are designed to trigger action,
from dialogue and feedback to educational opportunities and
community participation.
Major funding for POV is provided by PBS, The John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the John S. and James L.
Knight Foundation, Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and
National Endowment for the Arts. Additional funding comes
from Nancy Blachman and David desJardins, Bertha Foundation,
The Fledgling Fund, Marguerite Casey Foundation, Ettinger
Foundation, New York State Council on the Arts, New York City
Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the City Council, Ann Tenenbaum and Thomas H. Lee, and public television
viewers. POV is presented by a consortium of public television
stations, including KQED San Francisco, WGBH Boston and
THIRTEEN in association with WNET.ORG.

Front cover: At the start of their trek at the Milwaukee War
Memorial, Tom Voss hugs his girlfriend Katinka goodbye.
Courtesy of Thoughtful Robot Productions

POV Digital www.pbs.org/pov
Since 1994, POV Digital has driven new storytelling initiatives
and interactive production for POV. The department created
PBS's first program website and its first web-based documentary (POV's Borders) and has won major awards, including a
Webby Award (and six nominations) and an Online News Association Award. POV Digital continues to explore the future of independent nonfiction media through its digital productions and
the POV Hackathon lab, where media makers and technologists
collaborate to reinvent storytelling forms. @povdocs on Twitter.

You can follow us on Twitter @POVengage
for the latest news from
POV Community Engagement & Education.

Media Sponsor:

The See it On PBS logo is a trademark of the Public Broadcasting Service and is used with permission. All rights reserved.

